WMU celebrates upgraded fashion info and technology

Western Michigan University unveiled an upgraded fashion suite for the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences that connects its computer, construction and design labs and creates a workflow space to improve student efficiency and familiarity with industry technology. “When you leave here, you'll have boots on the ground ready to go and be employed, and that's what we want,” Dr. Mary Simpson, assistant professor, told students at the celebration on Jan. 30.

New graduate certificate will hone skills to navigate successful organizational transformation

Western Michigan University is launching a new graduate certificate that is designed for individuals who wish to drive successful organizational change. The Department of Educational Leadership, Research and Technology’s new graduate certificate in organizational change leadership (OCL), which will be offered in both a hybrid and online format beginning fall semester 2024, “is excited to offer this pathway for leaders across all sectors to explore new perspectives and strengthen their skills to guide change and elevate their organization and communities,” says Dr. Tova Sanders, associate professor of organizational change leadership.

Western named a best college by TIME

WMU has been placed on the list for “Best Colleges for Future leaders” by TIME Magazine. “To be recognized as one of the top three universities in Michigan and similarly highly ranked among the nation’s thousands of colleges and universities is truly outstanding yet not surprising,” says Western President Edward Montgomery.

Evening of empowerment

Gather, network, mentor, and collaborate at the Beauregard Excellence in Women’s Sports Evening of Empowerment on March 19. Hear from inspiring women leaders and connect with current female student-athletes who share your career interests. Reserve your space today!

Associate professor joins grant to prepare Detroit students for healthcare professions

Evening of empowerment

Nominations now open for College of Education and Human Development alumni awards

Spring into Action! There are still dozens of events planned at WMU and in the Kalamazoo Community

History made: Merze Tate College, Black women leaders honor Tate’s legacy
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So that all may learn

Opportunities made today are an investment in providing unique opportunities for students and pave a pathway for generations to come, ensuring that all may learn at WMU.